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1. Introduction 
More than 60 years of quantum theory existence :ire full of 

unusual paradoxical situations. The argimentH on the monl principle 
questions of quantum theory, starting from the birth of qu-uitim 
mechanics, are still under studies. 

Among the discussed aspects of the general]y accepted quantum 
mechanics the so-called "incompleteness of ..." occupies one of the 
most important places. One ought to iiistincuish at least three types 
of the "incompleteness": 

Л. The incompleteness of the quantum-mechanical description 
represents the statement that quantum mechanics does not give a 
complete description of physical reality. The most elegant attempt. 
to prove this statement is based on the pan 1 ox which follows from 
the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen gedankenexperiment C.J' 1' I s important 
to underline that the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox arises from 
the questions like whether the physical variables reflect any simul
taneously existing physical realities, whether their values exist 
before a measuring. 50 years of arguments an i deep studies of these 
problems have not yet led to any uefinitive answer (see,for example 
[2-5]). 

B. The incompleteness of the probability interpretation 
consiste in the fact that quantum mechanics, aespite of its obvious 
and generally acknowledged statistical character, is not a theory of 
the consistent probability nature[6-14J.It does not make use of joint 
probability distributions for physical variables, for example for 
coordinate and momentum, it defines no conditional probabilities. 
The numerous attempts (see, for example [15-233 ) to introduce joint 
coordinate-momentum probability distributions ^,fj,o,i) (quantum 
distribution functions) for quantum states ~Ar showed [.13,24,25 J 
that this programme cannot be applied to the generally accepted 
quantum mechanics. 

C. The incompleteness of the mathematical formalism means the 
absence of an univocal and generally accepted law (correspondence 
rule) according to which the quantum operator /Q(i}is set for the 
classical function A(.<j,p,4) . The problem of the correspondence 
rule which ie considered to be one of the major processes of quanti
zation arose simultaniously with the quantum mechanics birth ^26-29] 
and is etill under investigation t30-33]. 

The number of the articles on the above-mentioned problems is 
now enormous. Nevertheless the current of the investigations does 



not decrease. One has to notice that a considerable part of the 
investigators aumit the necessity of some theory which would turn 
to be more general (more complete) than the existing quantum 
mechanics. What is needed is not a nenrreinterpretation or a reformu
lation of the generally accepted quantum theory but a construction 
of some generalized theory free from the paradoxes and logical 
problems of the orthodox quantum mechanics* 

In the present paper we are going to consider and to discuss 
one method of such generalization which eliminates the "incomplete
ness B". This method is baaed on the classical theory's quantization 
leaaing to a correspondent quantum theory in which any quantum state 
4l(i) is connected with a normalized non-negative coordinate-
momentum-time function р-ф (<f>p,4 ) treated as the joint coordinate-
momentum probability density. 

We shall demonstrate that the elimination of the "incomplete
ness B" gives a serious limitation to the arbitrariness for the cor
respondence rule of the "incompleteness C" and eliminates all the 
problems connected to the "incompleteness A". 

2. General approach to the problem 
It is possible to eliminate the "incompleteness of the probabi

lity interpretation" by an appropriate Modification of the generally 
accepted quantum theory based on different grounds. But the results 
of the last years investigations f34-36] have showed that such 
modification can be always formulated with the help of a probability 
operator introduced into the procedure of the classical theory's 
quantization. 

We understand the procedure of quantization as the transition 
from the known classical theory(C-theory) to the correspondent 
quantum theory (Q-theory). While studing this procedure we shall be 
based on the following grounds. 

C-theory: 
1(C). The state of a physical system in the moment с is given 

by a vector X(*) =» ( <{(*), />(*)) in the phase-space /?«}/» 
of the coordinates a •*> f̂ ,,,., , <f„) and momenta a =(/>,,••-.p^) 
values. 

2(C). Any physical variable A characterizing the physical 
system in the moment t is given by a coordinate-momentum-time 
function A (f>P, &) • 

3(C). The expectation value <A> of a physical variable 
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in the state X is determined by its function, i.e. 
<A>, - A(bp,t) \Ct},p) = x . O") 

4(C). The evolution of the state X(4) in time is jetermined 
by the equations of Hamilton: 

4 <fft) - Эр H(c,,p,i) \ ( 4 i p i = x ( t i , j (it) 

«here /Y(op£J -function corresponding to the hamiltonian of 
the system. 

Q-theory: 
t(Q). The state of a physical system at the moment £ is deter

mined by a vector 'tiffii) of a complex space o£ with some scalar 
product (•/')• 

2(Q). To every physical variable A\ , which characterizes the 
physical system at the moment £ , there corresponds a self-adjoint 
operator A (6) , which belongs to an algebra &Г of linear operators 
defined in the space oC . 

3(Q). The expectation value •<A > of a physical varia:.2e A 
in the Btate "ty is determined by the formula: 

<* >r — (f/Afiif) / (+'№ • (2a) 
4(Q). The evolution of the state llfCe) in time is 

determined by the equation of Schro.iinger 

where H(t} *"= H*(£) l s t n e operator which corresponds 
to the hamiltonian of the considered system. 

Providing the comparison of the requirements 1-4 of the 
C-theory with the corresponding requireaents of the Q-theory we can 
see that for constructing a Q-theory, if we know a C-theory, it is 
necessary to solve two problems : 

Problem 1. To choose a space cL of quantum states "ш md to 
fix an algebra of linear in d ope••ators. 

Problem 2. To point out the reflection (the correspondence) 
A(*) = 0(A(<),f>,*rt <£ & , (3) 

which would allow to set the operators of all physical variables 
characterizing the system which are under consideration. 

It is quite clear that problems 1 aiw 2 are interdependent 
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an i the search of their solutions can be provided by different 
methods. 

It also should be noted that when the problem 1 ia in some way 
solved the solution of the problem 2 can be formulated as some 
correspondence table, including only H and the set of physical 
variables { A } eva , which values can be measured 
experimentally. 

In the present article we confine ourselves by the procedure 
of quantization, based on the following demands, claimed to the 
correspondence rule (3): 

Demand 1. The reflection 0("* i permits an analytical formula
tion, which has sense for a wide enough multitude of functione 

ana i s l i n e a r one, i . e . : 

00) - / , ОЫА(ы>&) - ^О0Щ,Р,^) , ( 4 a > 

0(A,(<},p.i) + Aa(<}.pt)) = OUfapAi) + ОШърМ)). (4b) 
Here / is the unit operator in of , J is a complex number. 

Demand g. The reflection Of...) is such, that in the obtained 
Q-theory for any Ы? & <jL there exists the coordinate-momentum 
distribution F\* (b,p,4) . which might be treated as the phase-
space probability density, i.e.: 

<A>t - S>AC<f,pt) fyf?.p,V*tf«jp . (5b) 
Here and in what follows the integration ia performed over the whole 
classical space ^ » . . 

Thus we are going to consider only such procedures of quanti
zation which lead to Q-theories with the correspondence 1 ^ - * ^ ? 0 . 

It should be noted, that the only demand of linearity (4) leads 
to the quantization with the quaziprobability operator £(<г,р,-ё} ^"оГ 
in the terms of which one can write all the known unique correspon
dence rules. The normalized quaziaistribution С!л~ ('tyIity)/fyliO 
for which (5b) is fulfiled automiticaly, appears in Q-theory in such 
case (for more details see, for example [3b,37j )• 

3. Coordinate-momentum probability operator 
As it is shown in the works [3^,36] the only method of quanti-
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zation which leaus to a quantum theory with the consistent probabi
listic interpretation is the method, based on the following cor
respondence rule: 

= ^ACq.p.-t) F"(<j,p,±)J<jJp s &, (6a) 
where operator P has the properties 

S FfypfrJpjp = 1 & & , CflR+pitiV) >0, (6b) 
for any 1 > p « Raa a n d а пУ ifr « c£ • 

The sufficiency of the operator /r existence follows from the 
next reasoning. Constructing quantum operators due to rule (6) we 
can see that correctness of relations (4) is obvious. Having 
determined the values (2a) of operators (6a) in any state llf £ aL , 
we obtain (5b), where 

^<?,pj) - fyIёсър&ф)/(flf). ( 7 ) 

finally from the properties (6b) of the operator fr follow the 
properties (5a) of joint coordinate-momentum probability density(7). 

In order to prove the necessity of the operator ^ а л О 
existence let us consider the characteristic function of distribution 

P\h , which exists according to the demand 2: 

Using the relation (5a) and reflection (3) let us rewrite it in the 
form: 

Reproducing the starting distribution from /? we have: 

Taking into consideration the properties (4) of representation 
()(••• .) w e finally obtain (7), where 

£(t,?,-i} = 0(SCt-D-SCp-p)) « # • (a) 
The representation (3) now may be written as 

from which,making use of linearity (4)jWe receive the rule (6a) 
with the operator (8). Finally,the properties (6b) of operator (8) 
follow from the relation (7) and conditions (5a) of the demand 2 , 
anJ this proves the statement. 

Let us point out, that according to the relation (7) the values 
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of f~ understood in the sence of quantum values (2a), in any "j/re dC 
coincide for the whole space /?»o with the values of the joint 
coordinate-momentum probability density f^ ,i.e., from the point of 
view of Q-theory /r is the probability operator. As this takes place 
from (8) and (6) the pronability operator /- himself corresponds 
to the a -function in the classical phase-space. 

4. Principles of the probability operator constructing 
In accordance with the statement of the previous paragraph, any 

linear procedure of quantization, which leads to a Q-theory with a 
correspondence if/ —* /~у,(с?,р,£)^ О, may be uniquely defined by a 
coordinate-momentum probability operator /:r(<f,p,i') , 

The probability operator fixes correspondence (6a) between 
objects A(<j'p,t*) and Aft), which describe the same physical 
variable /̂  in C- and Q-theories accordingly. 

However for establishing the evident form of operator f? 
(in a given algebra) the properties (6b) ol normalization and non-
negativity are not enough. So there appears a task to reduce the 
arbitrariness of F~ by some demands on the correspondence (6a) in 
addition to the properties (6b). 

For this purpose,following the article [373,one may consider 
the evolution of physical variable values with time. In C-theory, 
because of the relation (1), 

where { • , • J is the classical Poisson brackets. In Q-theory due 
to the relaticns (2), 

where £• , • 3 - is a commutator. On comparing C-relations (la) 
and (9) with the corresponding Q-relations (2a) and (10) it is quite 
logically asaumed that the reflection (3) should be extended on the 
objects,which determine the evolution of the physical variables 
values with time, i.e. 

0&tA(c),P,i) + iH(4,p,i),A(<i,pA)}) = 
— %Att) +i^'tH(i).A(i)J. . (11) 

The equations (11) represent the dynamical correspondence of the 
quantization procedure (in addition to the statistical correspon
dence, represented by equations (6) ). 

At the constructing of a Q-theory with a correspondence W-+l\,'iO 
the possibility to write down the reflection (3) in the form (ба) 
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brings about the set of conditions, claimed to the probability 
operator: 

= it~' \0^(H(<f,p,i)), ^ ^ ^ j ) J . (12a) 
for all A GHViAiexp > where ОрСч) is the reflection (6). 

The conditions (12a) demand in particular a specific correlation 
of the H and F" evolutiona with time. Thus,it follows from (6a) 
and (12a) for A = H s 

^i/iU) ~ ^i»(9,/>^)- F(<j,p,*)cf<j<Sp , 
and ^Hfr) - О .if Эл H(<f,p,-t*> = O. 

It is also notable that if for some A « {AJexa 

then the correspondent condition (12a) means the correspondence 
between C- Mid Q- Poieson brackets for A and И . Such cor
respondence might be generalized for variubles A and 3 by the 
conditions to the probability operator 

О? (iAC4,p,4), Sfyp.i)} ) = 
= a-* ]_o?(A(4.Pli>), op(e(f,F,b)l_ ( 1 3 b ) 

with any pair A , Q « ^ /4 J И / 1 » both satisfying the 
requirement (13a). The set of equations (13) represents the 
canonical correspondence, which is extensivly used in the modern 
procedures of quantization (canonical quantization). It should be 
underlined,that the principle of canonical correspondence may be 
apparently fulfiled only for quantizations of C-theories invariant 
with respect to time translation and only with noncommutative 
algebras Уг • 

5. Quantization procedure based on a probability operator 
According to the results of the previons paragraphs the 

procedure of tranaition from a C-theory to a Q-thecry with the cor
respondence iff —*• fy •*• О can Ьз formulated in the following 
way. 

Let a)the classical functions H{if,p,i) and /A ( q , p , i ) i cvp j 
which describe the hamiltonian anJ the set of experimentally 
meaeured physical variables be known, and let b) some complex 
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vector зрасе ° t and algebra of l i n e a r in i t opera tors be chosen. 
Then operators ///fct) and / A(*) i s.y-a of the 

Q-theory with the s t a t e - space oC are defined by the correspondence 
r u l e : 

A ~ 0/<4(<f,fi*)) =$ A(?,p,*J FCwVJjJp * s# , (H) 
where A <= H V {Ah e > p , F(<f,p,*) «off is anon-
negative in o£ operator of the coordinate-momentum probability 
density, i.e.f 

X со л ̂ -) e jC1 > " ^ s some collective index of summation. 
Operator F satisfies the normalization condition 

S £(*•/»*)<ty'!a = i * & ( 1 6 ) 

and the system of the integral equations 

S i Щр.*К Mt).p,i)l-F(q,p,t)^c/p - ̂  ACq,p,±)-\F6},pt)<Jf>jf> = 
- if' {H(lf,*)-Afyf,iy [к<,,р,4), F(}.p,i)1 AJffyp , (17) 

which follow from (12a) and represent the dynamical correspondence. 
Therefore to fulfil the procedure of quantization based on the 

rule (14) with a probability operator it is necessary,on the first 
hanJ,to solve the system of equations (17) with respect to the 
operator ^ , having the structure (15), satisfying the normaliza
tion (16) and conserving the mathematical sense of the integrals(14). 

In this case three different cases may occur: 
1. The problem has no solution. It means that the C-theory 

under consideration cannot be quantizated with any probability 
operator within the chosen algebra ofl- (analogue to the Pauli theorem 
in quantum field theory). 

2. The problem has a unique solution,i.e. the C-theory is 
quantizated and the sought for Q-theory is constructed. 

3. The pro 1.1 em has a Jet of solutions. In this case it can be 
attempted to narrow the set of solutions either with the system of 
the additional to (17) equations 

i i А(ч.р-ь), &(q,p,i)l • F-(<f,p.*)"><fj= •-
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with A , 3 <£ 1 A i exp у following from (13 a,b) and 
representing the canonical correspondence, or by broading the set 

t A i«>p i" (17) and at the same time in (18) up to a certain 
multitude {A J => { A i e v p . 

In conclusion we will note that the quantization procedure 
with a probability operator 

a) always conserves all the dynamic invariants of the initial 
C-theory in the set of dynamic invariants of the constructed Q-theory 
and 

b) profoundly depends on the hamiltonian of the quantizated 
system, i.e. even within the same algebra <& it may appear to be 
different for two different physical systems being described in one 
and the same C-theory. 

6. Probability operator in commutative aigebrar 
If the problem (14)-(17) has a certain solution F(ij,p,'t^ 

in a commutative algebra J% than it cannot satisfy the system of 
equations (18). In fact,for A) ^ f: a r K l & ~ P* t h e 

relation (18b) due to the general commutativity contradicts the 
normalization (16). So, while quantizating with a probability 
operator within a commutative algebra the canonical correspondence 
cannot take place-

Broadening the set -l Alf,p,-i)j ev-p up to the multitude 
of analytical in fsaa functions, from (17)*after integrating by 
parte and taking into consideration the arbitrariness of АСу,р,1У 
and commutativity of Угс , we find: 

~dtF(<j,p,i-) + {H(<f,p,ii, F(f,p,*>] = О . ( 1 9) 
Introducing now the distribution S~~i*(4,p.^-) — <" F/9,p4) -^т* 
for its derivative with respect to & we will find,taking into 
consideration the evolution equations (2b) and (19),the classical 
Liouville equation 

\ Ff(<?,p,-£) + (hHq.pthFyiq.pM = O. (20) 
Thus, the quantization of a C-theory based on a probability operator 
in a commutative algebra brings us to a Q-tneory which coincides 
with the classical statistical theory. 
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7. Coordinate-momentum probability operator in the Bose aJgebras 
The permutation relations, 

for the self-conjugate generators X » (,Х»,..-,ХЛ,) and у = {У,,..., У„) 
of the Bose algebra cffa(^) allow us to write down the operators 
/Г and j- n from (15) in some arranged form, for example: 

i ^ - S 4^.W,^. c* * * /^ e ^ (22b) 

Here J > P £ R*' • j*-*" a n < 1 P^ a r e scplar products. 
Putting (22) in (1b) and (16) and using the Weyl identity 

^f> (А +в) - «*/>f / L6H2_)- exp(A)- «*/> W , 
we obtain 

with the normalization requirement 

SbWf-p.s.p&typ = §< j f>S^; . (24) 
Nonnegativety of the operator (22a) was investigated f35-37j 

in a concrete representation of the algebra jl-pr) and the space oC 
connected with it: 

It was shown that any nonnegative operator /r (a,p,i~) can be 
given by a set of functions ,/*** <"?>/), JJ,̂  )• *• comparison of 
the representation t35-37] and the representation (22a) gives: 

ie functions L/д, and Л*к satisfy the 
>n 

where /7 » (m,K)t the functions L/„, and Л*к satisfy the 
normalization condition 
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5 ЪМф},*);р1(№}'*)4Ф - Srs-^j. (27b) 
The set of square integrable functions (Jm does not influence 
the results of the quantization: a transition from the 3et -S-„fc Ч-Д 

•J / л •? Л и -
to a new set J- = C/a n £ 3* » where (J is any unitary in tj£. 
operator,does not change the probability operator (1'j). 

In order to fulfil a concrete quantization with /~~(&,p,£) 
G d^a^A/J it is necessary '.o put the probability operator 

(22a) into the dynamical (17) and canonical (IB) equations. It 
brings us to a system of integral equations which must le satisfied 
by some choice of functions J^xffiP/t,^)-

The most interesting(from the point of vew of the generally 
accepted quantufli mechanics) quantization is such when between pairs 
of classical generators ^ % > Л ' ^ ;in'' pairs o f generator: 

(Xg , Yt ) of *he Bose algebra exists one-to-one соггеяроппепон. 
For example 

in the sense that operator /4 Jepenus or; operator X. (on 
operator У- ) then and only then, if the classical function 
•A(f,p,^r) depends on the component of momentum £>• (of coordinate 

v >• 
rteplacement X ^£> V in (28) is insignificant bec-'iimr it 

brings about the replacement J ̂ £/? in the kerne] (22a). 
Putting operator (22a) in (14) and :елгт .inrj, so that oper-.tor:; 

for functions not depending on p - (on ^. ) do not depend on 
operator X- ( on operator У". ), we ̂ et the chain of relations: 

4 d 
$>FJ^. ~ Sty), £ ^ . -v Sty), £М> 4г ~ *%$(?*), ••• 

and so on up to the normalization (24). Fro.n this it follows with 
necessity: 

л/ -j 
F<4.M.7,*) ' »(}**)•€•*/> \-i X {-*$• *• -t&tt , us) 

* d ~ ' с \F4 
where ol- and ft; are real constants. Putting the kernal (29) in 
(22a) and further in (18) with A — <f- , & - p t an J using 
(16) we get: oJ-Д = t , / = ̂  , ^. = ^. y. + qt J>J 
and A. -.r RX- + P°tv2 ^ f o r " o r e d e t a i l 3 see (J39J ). 

The last relations allow us to introduce new self-conjugate 
generators C<f,&-) , J = ',»/VJ having the physical sense of the 
coorainate anu momentum operators,which satisfy the usual реп.ш-
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tation relations: 

Hj'M- = '*§«' » Ц - T U - - t^-.Al. "̂ . (30a) 
Now from (29) and (22a) after a substitution of variables it follows: 

where Л is a space isomorphical to &». Pinally,writing down 
the nonnegative operator (30b) in the form (22a) with a kernel like 
(2i>),we have: 

Thu3,the quantization of a C-theory on the base of a probability 
operator in the Bose algebras with one-to-one correspondence between 
classical and quantum generators brings us to the Q-theory investi
gated in 1.34,38-47 3 . 

But in this case the set of "subquantum" 1.38—473 functions {&\ 
is related with the functions { A(<f,p,-t)$ evp and H(<f,P/i) of 
the initial C-theory through the system of the integral equations 
obtained from (30) and the conditions of dynamical (17) and canonical 
(18) correspondences. 

8. Intrinsic moment probability operator in the Fermi algebra 
Let us consider an example of quantization of the C-theory of a 

point three-dimensional particle with mass /77 and charge в in a 
magnetic field &{" — ( ЗУ, , &л , о 1/,). The correspondent 
Q-theory with llx —*• /z~ &- О i s then defined by a probability 
operator Alif.fii) «• cf e (3} . 

Let the particle under consideration has intrinsic mechanical 
5* = ("•&<> S a , S 3 ) and magnetic лГ = .уееГ/^дас 

moments, where о is the giromagnetic ratio, while /fiT/ = & -(b/>si. 
In this case to the classical generators C^,~p~i two more 
should be added, for example the spherical angles Q and if of S. 
Accordingly to the generators Co ,pi ~) of algebra dta(s~) should 
be also added two generators. 

Let us suppose that the operators of the moments belong to the 
Fermi algebra J№/?(l') , the two self-conjugate generators <3̂  and ©J 
of which satisfy the permutation relations: 

L<s;,siJT - 2S„i , * f / - a . ( 3 1 ) 
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For a simplification we shall consider a stationary quanti
zation Oj. F? = О and not the whole probability operator 

fi(f,p,9tf £ <$а(зУ * $р(0 b u t i t a ir^jral 

fif0.fi = $>fi(?,p,&><f)^p <s 4F(t) > (зг) 
defining A for functiona AfS)=A(^Qt{f) according to the correspon
dence rule 

A = 0jL(A(x,9tf)=$AC*>e>4)F(W<te e. SFM. ( 3 3 ) 

The integration here is carried out over the /.'hole :;.at. ial angle,i.e 

To construct the probability operator (32) let us write down 
the conditions of nonnegatlvity and normalization 

— л л 

^с?, Г)=2-^>^)^Г), ^R0,f)JSi =7,(34) 
and also the condition of dynamical correspondence for the n.oment 
.g, ar:d the part of H depending on the intrinsic moment: 

0~({£^ffi&)}) = irlOjsCSu^OtUUml- . ( 3 5 a ) 

Putting in (35a) the evident form of Af , the classical Poisson 
brackets and the reflection (33) we come to the uyste:;. of equations: 

^ lI*$}R*<f) JSZ = i^S-Ш£')\Кб,ч\ F(dty]Jn№. (35b) 
Permutation relations (31) of the algebra •3r/?(l) allow us 

to write down the probability operator in an arranged form, for 
example: 

F = FO-I +Ft<rt + h;<s;+iF3<s;5! , £ - £ * - £ ™ . « f ) . ( 3 6a) 
In this case from (34) we have: 

Introaucing the following designations 

£ , -&?.<*&• , ^ = $s d/y JSl , d.ru*. (36o 
putting (3&a) in (35b) and taking into account arbitrariness of the 
magnetic field strength 3f we get the syste of equations 

%.-°, * <ftj, = 2 (fy ty " Лл % ) • »6d) 
where /«^^, (/"V) = f'̂ -Oi (230,(3t2~). 
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It is naturally to .emund, as in the previous paragraph, one-to-one 
correspondence between the classical p.nd the quantum generators, for 
example in the form: 

The replacement G~f ^s ©"^ in the right-hand sides of (37) is 
not significant because it is equivalent to the substitution /Г-s^ /C , 
/=i ^ - F s in (36). 

The simplest consequences of the correspondence (37), IP •= 
= iP1t = tfa, = 3ij я О > allow us to solve the system 
of equations (36d): 

!£• = &, " !f« = <? ^ V« - * « - -if» = -ir • (38) 
Using (38),while setting the operator S according to the rule (33) 
with the probability operator defined by (36),we get: 

S,-l<4, £2=^<r,, s 3 = -j-e7<r2 . ( 3 9 ) 

Relations (39) allow us to go over to new selfconjugate 
generators of OvV ft)> having the physical aense of the intrinsic 
moment component operators ( £, , £ t and related with them 5 Л э 

^ S 3 = - 2 i S 4 b j ) and satisfying the permutation relations 

where (<Jff) = (l2i), (23» , (3i2~). 
Thus,the quantization of the C-theory of a particle with an intrin
sic moment on the base of a probability operator in the Fermi 
algebra Jr/?(/) with one-to-one correspondence between the clas
sical and the quantum generators bring us to a Q-theory of a particle 
with spin 1/2. 

The other concrete properties of the functions fil(@,if ) in the 
probability operator (36a) have to be determined from the set of 
requirements (36). The simplest solution of the problem is: 

(41) 

where А'&З'к/ц plays the role of an auxiliary ("eubquantum") para
meter of the quantization. 
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9. Honrelativistical. quantum mechanics with a probability 
operator 

Let us consiuer the mathematical formulation of the Q-tlieory, 
arising as the result of the nonrelativisticil classical mechanics' 
quantization based on a probability operator. 

Following the generally accepted quantum mechanics we shall 
admit: 

a) All the quantum operators belong to the Bose algebra 5^g . 
b) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the clas

sical variables Cq.p') = (<Ji..-. Cf„,p,, ••• , p„J anil the gene
rators (x, Y) = (Xt,..., У„, yt, ... , Yv ) of the algebra lffaM. 

To simplify the comparison of the considered Q-theory with tne 
generally accepted quantum mechanics we shall choose the usual 
coordinate representation of the state space <a£ and of the цепега-
tors (X, y) , i.e.: 

f = фы **£, X. =-iX. , y. = *., j„i7x, ( 4 2 a ) 

where X £ fc^ , which is a space isomorphical to /^ . 
Then, in accoruance with the results of the previous paragraphs, 

we have to write the cooruinate-momentum probability operator as 
follows: ; , 

The kernel 2/(f,9,£) here is defined (see (30 c)) Ly a set of 
auxiliary functions { }fK(ft^3} ( fe /?,,isomorphical to Rq). 
The auxiliary functions satisfy the normalization requirement 

4FS I: IWJI4 - 1, (43) 
and the set of integral equations, which follow after the substitu
tion of the probability operator (42b) into the requirements of the 
dynamical (17) and canonical (18) correspondences. 

The probability operator (42) and the correspondence rule (14), 
determined by it, can be written down in different equivalent 
differential and integral forms. In particular, with the help of the 
relatione (30 c) and the Weyl identity one may rewrite the proba
bility operator (42b) in the regulated differential form: 
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Prom this one obtains 

thut reflects the action of the probability operator on a vector 
~uf(oc,£} of the quantum state space oC . 

The correspondence rule (14) with the probability operator 
(44) defines the quantum operators of all physical variables: 

£,(45) 
Here, as it was before, А\(Ч>р>4У i s i n e function, representing 
a physical variable Д e tf l/j/4i«*a i n t n e initial C-theory. 

To finish the formulation of the nonrelativistical quantum 
mechanics with a probability operator we have to note once more 
that here, as in the generally accepted quantum mechanics, the state 
vector evolution satisfies the equ-ition 

xk\f(x,f) = tf&lfrCx,*) { 4 6 ) 

ano the value <?A > of n physical variable A in a state "U/ is 
tjiven by the formula 

*A> ~fy/Ap)/ty/f) , ($'&)- ^V^>M. ( 4 7 ) 

Thus,the mathematical formalism of the quantum mechanics with 
a proi ability operator .iiffers from that of the generally accepted 
quantum mechanics only :,y the dependence of the physical variable 
operators (45) from some auxiliary functions ^ »* b'^)$ which have 
no analogue? r^ither in the classical nor in the generally accepted 
quantum mechanics. Following the works [34-45 J we shall call these 
functions and чХ1 the other notions related with them "subquantum". 

It shoud be noted that with the help of the construction 

of the "3u-quar.tu.ii" function.',, where 

%с,я -(АКГ^Уло****, (48b) 
the ac t i i r i of the oper;iioi\j (ч : ) on a vec tor -ф(йс,±) £ <JL 
may be w r i t t e n in the i n t e ^ r i l t". vvulation (equivalent t o ( 4 5 ) ) : 

Ati)$(*{) - ( А ^ Г ^ ^ О Ati-f,^)ё^(я'х'Щ(х^}Щ^. <4вс) 
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The last relations with an arbitrary set of f<fK}, normalized as (43), 
coincide with the correspondence rule of the "quantum mechanics 
with a nonnegative phase-space distribution function" [34] , 
investigated in details in the works [32-45 J. 

It is necessary to underline,that the "subquF'.r.tum" function:; are 
not arbitrary in the "quantum mechanics with a probability 
operator". They must satisfy not only the normalization (43) but 
the whole complex of requirements, which reflect the dynamical and 
canonical correspondence between the C- and Q-theories. These 
requirements include the multitude H О •/Aievp and, consequently, 
may ue written down only for concrete systems. 

10. The main theoretical consequences 
In this paragraph we shall consider the main features of the 

"quantum mechanics with a nonnegative phase-space distibution 
function" [32-45] because the formulated above "quantum mechanics 
with a prouability operator" is its particular case. 

Firstly let us note that a change in the number or explicit 
form of the "subquantum" functions changes the whole set of the 
operators (45) and, consequently, all the results of the theory. In 
this sense by saying the"quantum mechanics with a nonne^ative 
pnase-space distribution function" we understand on infinite 
multutuue of theories, each of which corresponds to a fixed set 

\ Jf* (j,* 1,} satistying the normalization (43). 
a) Correspondence rule. Quantum-mechanical formalism. A de

tailed analysis of the correspondence rule (48) is performed in 
[30,32,34-37J . Here we give only its main properties, which are 
independent on the explicit form and the number of "subquantum" 
functions fi&$: the standart commutation relations for coordinate 
ana momentum 

self-conjugate operators A&) for real A{<?,p,i), nonnegative Afe) 
for A(q,p,t) > О , differential operwtors 

At*) - S4<>,*J 4/f~.^>4 - Sf&^^Jr^vJJ? ( 4 9 b ) 

for classical functions of the multitude 

**• r=\A^pMa ^ A\(fJ)+Ag(p,i). (49c) 
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The functions 0l0 ami в„ in (49b) , which turn to be very 
import <nk in the consi lered theory, are the following cons t ruc t ions 
of the "suuquantum" functions j iSM $ : 

<J0(f,o = 21 )чл*л\ $jf& = ̂  1 W - (5o) 
* " , /> 

The totality of the quantum operators H(4) I/ 2 A(i)J[ g^p. 
the evolution equation (4b) and the definition of physical variable 
values (47) represent, the quantura-mechaniCEil formalism of the 
consijered theory. This formalism dJ ff ers from that of the generally 
accepted quantum mechanics only by the dependence of the quantum 
operators on "subquantum" functions. 

b) Statistic .1 forn.'.lisn.. Interpretation. The substitution of 
the quantum operators (in the form (45), or (4B))into the relatione 
(47) c i v e a 

<A>Y = <A>P = ^АС9,^)^9,р,^ф ( 5 1 а ) 

where F" is the quantum distribution function, related with the state 
Tb(x,i} and the "suiqnantum" functions •(<&(},&i as follows: 

Ffyp/) ~(2*ti"jL\i£(rit)e**P$(b*)k\V(fW *0. (51b) 
It can be easily proved,that the nonne^ative distribution (51b) is 
normalized to one aril, as it has to be, coincides with the quantum 
average (47) of the probability operator (44). 

The differentiation of the distribution (51b) with respect to 
£ , taking into account the equation (46) and the relation (4?) 

between ///if) and tffy.fj) , lea. is to the integral equation 

%W9>P>*> - ^ tHtyfiVjWirt] MbfltJ. (52) 
Here o£ ̂ /yf fifKJ ] is a linear integral operator in the space of 
real coordinate-momentum functions, which functionally uepends on 
the classical hamiltonian and the "3ubquantum" functions (fore more 
details see [34,43] )• 

The totality of the classical functions 
the evolution equation (52) and the definit.on of physical variable 
values (51a) represent the statistical formalism of the theory under 
consideration. This formalism differs from that of the classical 
statistica only by the dependence of the evolution on the "sub-
quantum" functions. 

The statistical formalism gives the only posqible L23.34-3S, 
43.44 31 interpretation of the considered theory - the distribution 
(51b) is the Joint coordinate-momentum probability density. 
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The correspondent integrations of f~ lean to the probability 
densities of coordinates 

o/<V; = ^R<j,pii)Jf> = $al,(t,*). \тр(<)-!Ме<1{ , (53a) 
an of momenta 

pw = >WW? - ^FMW?M^? , ( 5 3 b ) 

where o( 0 and ft„ are the "subquantum" constructions (50), „fv.* means 
the transformation (48b). The expressions (53) show, that in the 
"quantum mechanics with a probability operator" |TlJ|e determines 
the correspondent probability density, but in a General case does 
not coincide with it. 

c). "Subquantum" uncertainties of coordinates and momenta. 
Writting down the coordinate uncertainties <.Слл)г.> for a state 
"U/ in the statistical formalism with the help of the probacility 
density (53a) or, that is the same, in the quantum-mechanical 
formalism as the values (47) of the operators (45) for ACty/vi") "= 
= ( и' ~**%> ) a n t t minimizing them by varying life JL one can 
show [34,44J the following restrictions: 

The analogous problem for the momentum uncertainties gives: 

V<(*#)V * $# - \l iЦ-^№*)<$>]улЩ'• ( 5 4 b ) 

Thus, in the theory underconsideration in a general case there 
exist no states with a fixed coordinate, as well, as there exist no 
states with a fixed momentum. 

The "subquantum" cooruinate uncertainties $q, and the "sub-
quantum" momentum uncertainties So. lead [.34.44J t o t h e 

generalization of the Heisenberg uncertainty relations: 

<^./> •<&/*)*> > ^S.t * (S1.f.(Spif . (55) 
It should be underlined, that the equality in (54a) (in (54b)) 

is attained here only for states with an eigenvector of operator 
Q.(4) (of operator S-fi) ). 

d) Limiting cases of the "subquantum" functions. The uncer
tainty relations (54) indicate such limiting cases of the 
considered theory, when its coincidence with the generally accepted 
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quantum mechanics is maximum. In fact, to allow the quantum states 
with a fixed coordinate and the quantum states with a fixed momentum 
it is necessary and sufficient that the constructions (50), which 
•letermine the "subquantum" uncertainties oq. and So. in 
accoruance with (54a) and (54b), would have the properties: 

*t0(S%4) - 8ft), fo(^) - Ц). (56) 
It is important to note that the set 6«»7</ifj of "subquantum" 

functions,which provides the properties (56), is not unique. The 
successions of the sets / Чк i — * ^ W i f » ! a r e given and 
investigated in [40] . 

If some set iVfVjfKJ is chosen, that is the properties (56) 
of the "eubquantum" constructions (50) have place, them 

1. The "subquantum" uncertainties do. and op- are equal to 
zero and the restrictions (54) vanish. 

2. The operators (45) for physical variables of the multitude 
A I 0 (see (49b) and (49c)) coincide with those of the generally 

accepted quantum mechanics. 
3. The evolution equation (46) with hamiltonians from M0 takes 

the form of the usual Schrodinger equation. 
4. The relations (53) define the standard interpretation of a 

state vector "IJX . 
5. The restrictions (55) turn to be the usual Heisenberg 

uncertainty relations. 
Thus, the considered theory with any set tif»\i£>t}j of "sub-

quantum" functions coincides with the generally accepted quantum 
mechanics as far as the physical variables of the multitude A1o(49c) 
are concerned. 

e) Limit transitions. Correspondence scheme. Different limiting 
cases of the considered theory have been .investigated in [34 - 44.] . 
The main results are given in the following simplified diagram, 
named here as "correspondence scheme". The scheme contains three 
different levels of theories, separated by the concrete content of 
the relations (54) and (55). 

Level I includes the set of theories, written down in the form 
of quantum-mechanical (<JF), or statistical (SF) formalism, each of 
which is the result of the quantization of the same initial C-theory 
with the help of some fixed normalized set of "subquantum" functions 
and has the mentioned above properties. 
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The limit transition {«f„j — * &n\i$H\, leariin^ to a fulfilment 
of (56), separates from I the subset of theories, whicn form level 
ДГ . A theory of level Ж шау be written down either in the quantum-
meciianical (litnQF), or in the statistical (limSP) formalism. The 
quantum-mechanical formalism of any theory of level Л is close to 
the generally accepted quantum mechanics (QK). This allows to include 
the last into the scheme as the dotted parallelo^r .."., partially cove
ring the parallelogram llmQF. 
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The successive limit transition n —*• О in limSP of any 
theory of level I lends to the classical st.-itistics (CS), because 
the evolution equation (52) transforms to the classical Liouville 
equation when !<£*$ — * &mltfH\ and #-*• о t34] . Finally, the 
choice of the probability density in the form /-~(<f,p,-£~) =» 
— d(f-fft))' $(p-p(H)) (that is possible only in the theory of level jjj) 
brings over to the classical mechanics (CM) with the Hamilton 
equations for C[(t) and p(i). 

Classical theories of level Jjl can also be obtained from limQF 
ly the methods (dotted lines in the scheme) of the generally 
accepted quantum mechanics, 

f) Uncertainty problem. In the considered theory, as in any 
theory which ueals with probabilities, any value <A> of a physical 
variable A must be chnrncterlzed by some uncertainty <(4A)*> > 
which has the physical sense of dispersion, i.e. <:(АА)г> i-3 some 
mean value of the square deviation of Л from **A> • 

In the "quantum mechanics with a nonnegative phase-space 
distribution function" the mathematical image of a variable A\ is 
the quantum operator A(&} and, in the same time, the classical 
function Afy,p,4), related by the probability operator. So, it is 
logical to write down for the quantum-mechanical formalism -

<(лА)*>М - Cf/CAU) ~*A>fy) /fy/tfj t ( 5 7 a ) 

and for the statistical formalism -

<(AAf>™ = £ {A(<i,p,i)-<A>FfR4MJp - (5Tb) 
Problems arise from the fact,that the expressions (57a) and 

(57b) for some A are not equivalent. This follows directly from the 
correspondence rule (14) with a probability operator, for which, in a 
general case, 

0^(A(f,P,i))-0^(A6f.P)e)) ¥ 0^(A%p,ix> . {5B, 
The unequality (58) represents the main feature of the correspondence 
rules named "non-Neumann". Their consequences have been investigated 
in details in the work [32] . 

The choice of definition (57a) gives! the maximal certainty 
of a value <*/4 > (minimal, or equal to zero dispersion <.(&A)> ) 
is achieved in the states Ых^ satisfying the eigenvalue problem: 

fo>% ~Ofi(4lf№) fa ~ <*&, ci-«/\ (b9B, 
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This result for >п = / У is in ассопчпсе with the sense of the 
stationary states,defined by the equation (46), Hut the choice of 
(57a) leads to a partial deterioration of the "consiistent 
probability interpretation" of the theory. 

The choice of (57b) conserves the "consistent probability 
interpretation". The states Tuj of the maximal certainty of a 
value •<Л > in this case satisfy the equation (for more 
details see [32} ): 

{о? щф1)-) - <?o?v о^ (A«?,/>M fy = ( 5 9 b ) 

But now the dispersion < (лА)г>^ i n the states "ИГ̂  in a genernl 
case is not zero (even is not minimal),i.e. the eigenvalue problem 
and the stationary states cease to play a fundamental role. 

"it is quite possible, that the consistent resolution of the 
unceitainty problem demands that some new definition of <C-A/4)S> 
shoud be proposed. This definition may coincide neither with (Ь7'0, 
nor with (57b). But in any case such a lefinition must be closely 
related with the "subquantum" functions, the physical sense of 
which is not yet clarified. 

11. Some concrete applications 
In this work we restrict ourselves by a consideration of the 

simplest physical systems representing, from the point of view of 
the classical theory, a particle of тчыя /и in central potential 
fields. The initial G-theory is then the clnssical mechanics of ч 
point particle in the three-dimentional space (i.e. <3 » 7s -{r;,lj, t») 
and a a» /5 » {Pt,fa,Ps) with the hamiltonian 

H(7?f) - ер?*'+ Vflri). (ьоа) 
To the set ^Aitxp w e include the coordinate, the momentum, the 
orbital mechanical moment, the kinetic, the potential ana the whole 
energies of the particle, i.e.: 

For the quantization based on a probability operator we choose 
the Bose algebra dr&fa^ in the concrete representation (42a). Then 
the coordinate-momentum probability operator takes the form (44). 

The "eubquantum" functions f jfir'JV'^i • l l e t e r r ai n i niS 'he 
probability operator, must satisfy the normalization requirement 
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(43). The probability operator itself must satisfy the dynamical 
correspondence equations (17) for any variable (60b) (that gives 12 
integral equations for iifH £ ) and the canonical correspondence 
equations (18) for any pair of variable (60b) (that makes 72 
equations for ^(/„J ). iiesines, the set JtfuS must provide 
the invariance of the constructed Q-theory with respect to time 
translations and to space rotations, because these invariar.ces take 
place for the considered systems. 

After a rather lon̂ j; calculation one may show that all the 
mentioned auove requirements are fulfiled if 

In the "nonrelativistical quantum mechanics with the probability 
operator (44)", where the "suLquantum" functions are defined as (61), 
the stationary isotropic normalized constructions 

ЧГ/Л) - Z ]<$№)£ foOp) - Z I %(ф)\\ (62a) 
determine, in accordance with (Ь4), the "subquantum" uncertainties 
of coorainate ana momentum: 

£л = §л = ]/i^JjpJft fy. = 5/э = ]/^yjf,)f[ (62b) 
Putting the probability operator (44) with the "subquantum" 

functions (61) into the correspondence rule (14) we have the follow
ing quantum operators for the classical functions (60b): 

p~ = -itVs, Z*=-iit3t*Vr] , (63a) r - 5c з 

The operators (63) act in the vector space J[ of states 4tr^cf_) 
( at£ Rj?> isornorphical to Rj- ). 

The evolution equation (46) of the "quantum mechanics with a 
probability operator" may be reduced, as in the generally accepted 
quantum mechanics, to the eigenvalue problem of the operator (63b) 

HTpcJ?) =<**u.iir*4(*} > (64) 
which defines the stationary at<tes and the correspondent energy 
spectrum. 
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a) A free particle. Рог VClPl) ** О the equation (fad) 
defines the set of the stationary states 

with the energy and the momentum spectrums: 

<*>F --£+ ^gf . "*/ > - ̂ . (65b) 
Hence, a free particle has here a "subquantum" energy ^, 
that is achieved wh;n P ~ О •> 

b) An harmonic oscillator. When Vur-'l) ^/н**Г/31 the operator 
(63b) takes the form: 

which differs from the usual energy operator by the constant £ . 
That is why, the equation (64) defines the well-known eigenfunctions 
*W/> я п C^t Л* ̂ aJ °^ a n oscillator with the energy eigenvalues 

<F>nn„ = А<о(я,*И>м + /13 + -§-) + £ > П.=0,1,.... { 6 6 b ) 

The "suuquantum" energy £ does not effect on the level-differences 
and is not therefore experimentally ouservuble. 

c) An electron in the Coulomb field, when V(lFl) ~ ~Z&a/\T?[ > 
from (63b) we have 

H - - £ V~ + $§f ~ Ш*Ш»ЬЛ , (67a) 
where Xs.\x\ md t>fa:> is defined by the construction (62a): 

о *• 
The eigenvalue proolem (64) inthisoase can be approximately 

solved prosupposing that "auuquantum"uncertainty 0/" is small. 
Then, as it follows from (62b), cAcfl^l) differs essentially 
from zero only for small jT . This allows to cviluute the 
function (67b): vfit -»<=>.J -*Х~'Ъ гУ(о~) <*• (5л-У"' 
Therefore, under small §Л the function V(ac} can ie presented in 
the form of the sum, containing the undisturbea part oc~* and the 
perturbance V(xy — 2r-'. In such approach '..ie problem (64) 
defines for O-oraer approximation the stationary s' ites "yfnfmfS^ 
™" %»£(*•)' Yfm f&t &) > known from the correspon lerii. problem of 
the generally accepted quantum mechanics, un-i the .spectrum of 
eigenvalues (for more details see [.44,45 J): 
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** - &WJ с*"*).' \ffl $4(M . ( 6 7 d ) 

Неге Д. = "fa*/jue* is the Bohr raaius, C ™ are the binomial 
coefficients, n*l,2,— j £m0,*i—> Jl-fS /»=•-£,.•<,£. 

The first term in (67a) is the fl*-fold degenerate energy level 
of a hyaron-like atom in the generally accepted quantum mechanics. 
The second term represents the "subquantum" energy of a free 
electron (see (6'_>b)) and does not influence the difference between 
the levels. At la«t., the third term eliminates the ь -degeneration, 
that chinges the level-differences. In particular, we have: 

The shift (67e) resembles that of Lamb by its dependence on jE and 
/7. This allows to estimate the "subquantum" coordinate uncertainty: 
&Л » -4.2e • fO~(3 cm , if (67e) coincides with the Lamb shift, 
5л •<. JO'1* cm ' i f t h e s n i : r t (67e) reflects some effect which is 
beyond the accuracy of the modern experiments. 

12. Conclusion 
The investigations, the results of which are set forth in the 

present paper, make it possible to conclude as follows: 
1. The elimination of the "incompleteness of the probability 

interpretation" in quantum theory is possible and may oe achieved 
only by the introducing to the theory of a joint coorJinate-momentuT 
probability operator. 

2. The probability operator makes it possible to formulate a 
new method of quantization, that allows to construct a quantum 
theory, when the initial classical theory is written down in the 
Hamilton form. The probability operator limitatee the arbitrariness 
in the correspondence rule and by this way gives some restriction 
to the "incompleteness of the mathematical formalism" of the quantum 
theory. 

3. The quantization, based on a probability operator, lea>is to 
a quantum theory which allows to calculate the probabilities to fina 
a system in any infinitesimal volume of the phase-space. That 
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actually corresponds to the point of view of Einstein, de-Broglie, 
Schrodinger and others, who considered the coordinate -md momentum 
as simultaneausly existing physical realities. At the same time, this 
does not contradict to the Heisenberg uncertainty relation. 

4. The quantization, based on a probability operator, leaus to 
the appearence in the quantum theory of some "subquuntum" notions, 
which have no analogues in the generally accepted quantum an^ clas
sical theories. The "suoquantum" notions may influence on the results, 
which allow an experimental verification. By this reason one may 
hope on the possibility of some experimental verification of the 
quantization with a probability operator. 

5. The consistent probability interpretation of fhe quantum 
theory with & probability operator and the existence of the "SUL-
quantum" notions in its mathematical formalism show that such a 
theory does not pretend to the complete description of the physical 
reality. That ia why it is free from the problems like the Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen paradox. 
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Энтральго Э.Э., Курышкин В.В., Эапарованный Ю.И. Е^-вб-^В^ 
Квантование гамильтоновых теорий на основе оператора вероятности 

Рассматривается метод квантования с линейным отображением классических 
функций A(g,p,t) координат, импульсов и времени на квантовые операторы A(t) 
алгебры jfr а пространстве квантовых состояний Ф . При этом 
AU) - fA<q. p. t) F(q.p. tjdqdpe * , 
а оператор вероятности F обладает свойствами 
fF(Q. p.OdQdp- i, F^fep.t) -<^|F(q. p. t)(0> > o, 
и удовлетворяет системе уравнений, отражающих принципы динамического и кано
нического соответствий между классической и квантовой теориями. Квантование 
с оператором вероятности приводит к квантовой теории с неотрицательным сов
местным координатно-импульсным распределением F^ для любого состояния ф. Об
суждаются основные следствия квантовой механики с оператором вероятности в 
сравнении с общепринятыми классической и квантовой теориями. Показано, что 
квантование с оператором вероятности приводит к появлению в теории новых по
нятий, называемых в работе "субквантовыми". Следовательно квантовая теория 
с оператором вероятности не претендует на полное описание физической реаль
ности в терминах классических переменных и по этой причине не содержит проб
лем типа парадокса Эйнштейна-Подольского-Розена. Приведены результаты ряда , 
конкретных задач: свободная частица, гармонический осциллятор, электрон в ку-
лоновском поле. Эти результаты позволяют надеяться на возможность эксперимен
тальной проверки правомерности квантования на основе операторе вероятности. 

Работа выполнена • Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 
Прспрвп Обмдвившого вастятуп ядерных исследований. Дубна 1986 

Entralgo Е.Е., Kuryshktn V.V., Zaparovanny Yu.I. E^-86-58^ 
Hamilton!an Theories' Quantization Based on a Probability Operator 

The quantization method with a linear reflection of classical coordina
te-momentum-time functions A(q,p,t) at quantum operators A(i) of an algebra tf 
in a space of quantum states ф, based on a probability operator F(q.p.t) e j^. 
Is considered. For such a quantization 
A(0 - fA<q,p,t) F(q, p.Ddqdp G J*, 
where the probability operator F has the properties 
fF(q,p, t)oqdp - 1 . F^(q,p, t) - <*|F(q, p. I) \Ф> >J, 
and satisfies a system of equations representing the principles of dynamical 
and canonical correspondences between the classical and quantum theories. The 
quantization based on a probability operator leads to a quantum theory with 
a nonnegative joint coordinate-momentum distribution function F^ for any sta
te Ф. The main consequences of quantum mechanics with a probability operator 
are discussed In comperlson with the generally accepted quantum and classical 
theories. It fs shown that a probability operator leads to an appearance of 
some new notions called "subquantum". Hence the quantum theory with a probabi 
llty operator does not pretend to any complete description of physical reali
ty In terms of classical variables and by this reason contains no problems 
like Einsteln-Podolsky-Rosen paradox. The results of some concrete problems 
are given: a free particle, a harmonic oscillator, an electron In the Cou
lomb field. These results give hope on the possibility of an experimental 
verification of the quantization based on a probability operator. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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